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FOUND A NOVA IN M31: THE TRUE OPTICAL COUNTERPARTOF THE M31 SUPERSOFT X-RAY SOURCE 191SMIRNOVA, O.; ALKSNIS, A.Institute of Astronomy, University of Latvia, Raina bulv. 19, Riga, LV-1586, Latvia;e-mail: o.smirnova�inbox.lv
In this note we report the disovery of a nova in M31 (NGC 224) whih turned out to bethe true optial ounterpart of the supersoft X-ray soure 191 of the M31 XMM Newtonsurvey atalogue instead of the Nova 1992-01 proposed by Pietsh et al. (2005a). Thenova was found by one of us (O.S.) on sanned arhival photoplates taken in Otober andNovember of 2001 for searh for novae in M31 with the Shmidt telesope (80/120/240-m) at the Baldone Astrophysial Observatory of the Institute of Astronomy, Universityof Latvia.The oordinates of the nova were obtained using the Aladin Sky Atlas (CDS) imageastrometri alibration tool with respet to the positions of �eld stars from the BV RIatalogue of M31 (Magnier et al., 1992). The resulting nova position derived from 7sanned plates is the following:R:A: = 00h41m54:s26; Del: = +41Æ07023:009 (equinox 2000:0);with 1-sigma error of 0:002. It is loated 564:004 West and 524:006 South of the enter of M31;a �nding hart is given in Figure 1. No reord of this objet was found in any searhes ofthe papers or WWW pages devoted to novae in M31.Times of the middle of exposures in Julian days and B-magnitudes of the nova basedon the seondary standard stars from the BV RI atalogue of M31 (Magnier et al., 1992)are given in Table 1. The light urve of the nova is presented in Figure 2.

Table 1JD B JD B2452000 + mag 2452000 + mag151.472 > 19:5 204.250 17.7196.262 16.6 207.390 18.0198.256 16.8 208.267 18.2199.282 16.8 226.208 18.5:203.234 17.3 228.238 > 19:6
The available photometri data for the nova do not allow to determine the time andthe value of the maximum brightness exatly. However, the dB=dt parameter an be
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Figure 1. The san of the photoplate taken on Otober 15, 2001 with the disovered nova (markedwith an arrow). The white and blak rosses show positions of X-ray soure 191 and Nova 1992-01respetively
estimated from the general slope of the light urve between the brightest observation,when B = 16:6 and the observation losest to 2 magnitudes fainter than the maximum.Exluding an unertain measurement we estimate dB=dt = 0:13 m/d equivalent to the rateof deline t2 � 15 days, whih orresponds to the fast novae aording to the lassi�ationby Payne-Gaposhkin (1957). The mean maximum magnitude for novae with similar rateof deline is B = 16:5, aording to the relation between the rate of deline and themagnitude at maximum for M31 novae obtained by Capaioli et al. (1989). It ouldindiate that the �rst observation of the nova was about one day past its maximum light.Comparing the nova position with those of X-ray soures in the atalogue of XMM-Newton survey of M31 (Pietsh et al., 2005b) we found that soure 191 is loated ata distane of 0:009 East and 0:001 South from the nova. This X-ray soure is lassi�ed assupersoft as other known X-ray soures identi�ed with novae. The 1-sigma error of X-raysoure position is 0:0088, inluding systemati error. Within error its position oinideswith the position of the nova.Aording to Pietsh et al. (2005a) the X-rays at the position of the soure 191 was�rst deteted during XMM-Newton observations at JD 2452280.5, so 84 days after thenova outburst and then six days later. No X-ray soure was deteted at that positionduring the three XMM-Newton observations made at the moments orresponding to 476,290 and 107 days before the nova outburst. Evidently this soure was not yet ative also17 days after the nova outburst, as it was overed by the Chandra HRC1 observation1912, but not reported in the atalogue by Kaaret (2002).Pietsh et al. (2005a), searhing for X-ray ounterparts of optial novae, orrelatedthis soure with the Nova 1992-01, reported by Shafter & Irby (2001) from two Halpha
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images, taken in Deember of 1992 and January of 1993. Aording to Pietsh et al.(2005a) the time separation of 3303 days between Nova 1992-01 outburst and X-ray sourerise is signi�antly larger than that for the other 22 M31 and M33 novae in the dataset.Therefore the authors supposed that the Nova 1992-01 was probably a reurrent nova,whih had a new unobserved outburst about 2001, responsible for the observed X-rays.

Figure 2. The light urve of the nova in M31. Filled irles: on�dent measurements; open irle:unertain measurement; triangles: brightness upper limits (the triangle with arrow orresponds toJD 2452151.472)
To try to verify the possibility, that our reported nova and the Nova 1992-01 is thesame objet, we inspeted Baldone observatory arhival plates of M31 taken in 1992. Wefound the Nova 1992-01 on two 1/10/2001 photographs and measured its oordinates onboth plates in the same way, as was done for the reported nova, and we gotR:A: = 00h41m53:s82; Del: = +41Æ07022:005 (equinox 2000:0);with 1-sigma error of 0:003.The position separation between the Nova 1992-01 and our reported nova is 5:002, thusthey are di�erent objets.As the Nova 1992-01 lies 6:001 apart from the X-ray soure 191, but our nova at muhsmaller distane 0:009, the latest must be onsidered as an optial ounterpart of the X-raysoure. In this ase the time separation between the optial outburst and X-ray rise|84days falls in the interval of time separation from 63 d to 170 d observed for four othernovae|optial ounterparts of X-ray soures in M31, ontrary to the extraordinarily long9 years time separation in ase of previously assumed identi�ation with the Nova 1992-01. To the ommon features of these short-time separation optial ounterparts add thefat that three of them are fast novae in the same way as our nova.
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Corrigendum for IBVS 5720 In the paper by Smirnova & Alksnis (2006), thirdparagraph from the end, instead of 1/10/2001 should be 1/10/1992. Our thanks are dueto W. Pietsh for pointing out this error.


